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This was a presentation that highlighted the many milestones in the largest and most significant
project in military aircraft history. It was a tantalising view from well within the UK teams involved
in what is largely seen to be a US project. The speaker described the vast scope and significance of
the project overall, his perspectives being formed from a career in Royal Navy operation that
included operations at sea with the Sea Harrier. Assigned the UK/US JSF (Joint Strike Fighter) team
leadership, he was based in the US for four years and worked with industry and the armed services
that had technical and commercial interests in the programme. The team’s remit was to open
access for Britain to contribute as a leading partner in the programme and to ensure that the
programme requirements met the needs of the UK and, following this involvement, on returning to
the UK he was appointed firstly to the MoD as Integrated Project Team Leader, and subsequently as
Programme Director within the Rolls Royce JSF engine programme management team.
The UK’s new QE class aircraft carriers had to be designed to host an aircraft type capable of land
and sea operations, and attain exceptional levels of overall performance in mission flexibility, agility
and survivability. British collaboration within NATO was committed to the Eurofighter programme
and, in the early 90s, industry was instructed by government that the UK would collaborate with the
US on the development of JSF, and committed design of the new carriers to being compatible with
the JSF.
He outlined what had been agreed as an aircraft requirement. It was to surpass the versatility of
any previous aircraft type, required to be three variants each capable of a specific role: (1)
conventional carrier (CV) operations, (2) conventional take-off landing (CTOL) and (3) short takeoff/vertical landing (STOVL). As ever, it had to be ‘cost-effective’ too. The technology programmes
that would be central to the concept would be managed by the US, and allies were invited to invest
time, staff, expertise and facilities. Within the UK there was a strong desire to contribute to what
was to be the largest military aircraft programme ever seen.
The speaker led the UK contingent that comprised representatives of the Royal Navy and the Royal
Air Force, and maintained close communication with UK aerospace industry (led by BAe and RollsRoyce). In 1995 Rolls-Royce absorbed the Allison aero-engine company in the US, and BAe was
already proactive through its long-standing involvement in US operation of the Harrier. The Harrier
AV8B had preceded JSF and linked BAe to McDonnell-Douglas in the US.
About the time that the speaker had been appointed to the programme, two US teams were
selected and funded to build aircraft for the ‘fly-off’ that was to take place in 2001. Each was to
receive funding to develop two examples of a proof of concept aircraft. The teams would have to
show they could meet all three operational concepts (CV, VTOL, STOVL) – this ensured that there
would not be three different aircraft types – the aircraft had to demonstrate a degree of
commonality that placed a large responsibility on them. With an expectation of 3,500 airframes
being produced over many decades, it was a key moment for all the businesses involved.
The demonstrator programme required a competitive trial by each of the two selected teams:
Boeing (who had recently acquired McDonnell-Douglas) and Lockheed-Martin (a conglomerate of
Lockheed and several more companies that included the assets of General Dynamics and Martin
Marietta). Both teams had large US military contracts already and had to meet timescale, cost and
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capability requirements that involved demonstration of almost all major performance aspects of the
multi mission requirements. This was the Battle of the X-planes.

The designs submitted were the Boeing X-32 and the Lockheed Martin X-35, which had to meet a
first flight target date (yr 2000). They were very different aircraft although based on a common
engine (Pratt and Whitney) and had different propulsion configurations. The engine choice had
been predicated by the US DoD, who had selected Pratt & Whitney over General Electric, after a
lengthy R&D period. Both manufacturers had submitted two engine variants, each based on specific
configurations.
Both STOVL aircraft required engine-powered lift when in transition and hover modes and achieved
this by expelling air downwards through nozzles fore and aft of the aircraft’s centre of gravity. The
‘simplest’ configuration was with the engine’s thrust being switchable between a rearwards facing
nozzle for forward flight, and two rotating side mounted nozzles for vertical flight. Flow switching
occurred by closing of the rear nozzle in flight while simultaneously opening “butterfly” valves to
open flow to the side nozzles. Both nozzles used high pressure air, akin to the “hot” aft nozzles on
a Harrier. A relatively small amount of low pressure air from the fan bypass flow was used to power
a “jet screen” under the front of the engine, which provided a small amount of thrust, but formed a
curtain of colder air to prevent the hot cushion of air creeping forward and being reingested into the
engine. This was selected for Boeing’s design.
The competing configuration had a similar ‘core’ engine section but the low pressure compressor
section was connected by a shaft and clutch mechanism to a vertically-mounted two-stage fan that
would draw air from above the aircraft, and expel it beneath the aircraft (see diagram). This was
effectively a two-nozzle engine, and the front ‘nozzle’ was not a steerable nozzle as such, but a ‘liftfan.’ This was selected for the Lockheed-Martin design.
The lift-fan configuration relied on Rolls-Royce technology, and the speaker had joined the company
on completing his JSF project appointment. He described how they had aligned UK-based
technology in lightweight titanium blade design with their access to the US by testing the ‘lift-fan’
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prototypes at their subsidiary facilities in the US. His opinion was that, while it was not selected for
the project, the General Electric F136 engine configuration would have been acceptable and more
powerful and efficient than the chosen engine. However the P&W F135 engine was more mature at
the start of the project given its derivation from the F119 engine on the F-22 aircraft, and the
funding required to
mature the F136 was
axed when the aircraft
project encountered cost
escalation issues.
The demonstration
specification was strict,
requiring two example
airframes that would
reflect the three ‘variant’
roles, i.e.: CV, CTOL and
STOVL, and meet the
need to fulfil roles that
previously had been
The Lockheed Martin X-35 (later F-35B) propulsion system
handled by a variety of
aircraft types, e.g.: F15,
F16, F18 and Harrier – to quote the range of types to be replaced in US service. By specifying two
airframes the teams were forced to show multi-role capability. It was a vital contract for either
competitor to win as this was to be an aircraft of such versatility that it would be the leading frontline fighter in the US and many NATO nations.
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The mission system configuration was under close scrutiny, but there was limited assessment at the
fly-off stage – mainly performance aspects and with system capabilities tested in-house by the
winning contractor. The JSF’s variants had to have a single-crew cockpit that had identical layouts –
although presumably there would be some engine control differences.
Boeing had submitted a tailed-delta
planform. It had the shorter and broader
fuselage, almost unavoidable as even
weapon bays were necessary to meet
stealth requirements. There was much to
say in praise of compactness, but its
‘dumpy’ profiles led to it being acclaimed
by many as the ‘uglier’ of the designs. The
Lockheed-Martin submission looked more
related in appearance to previous ‘stealth’
aircraft and the employment of the as yet
unproven ‘lift-fan’ was the most innovative
design.
The Boeing X-32
The aft nozzle on both aircraft was the core
engine (hot efflux) jet-pipe that expelled air
rearward in level flight. On the X-35 its jointed sections changing the pipe geometry in transition
flight to direct the thrust between horizontal and vertical directions. The Boeing aft nozzle was a 2dimensional vectoring nozzle allowing limited vertical vectoring of thrust for manoeuvring, but with
a mechanism to fully close it in vertical flight.
The two fore nozzles on the Boeing configuration were physically similar to those used on the
Harrier, in that they were positioned one on either side of the keel in the lower fuselage. The
associated airframe geometry was not as simple as on the Harrier. As it was a stealth aircraft the
nozzles were within the fuselage and covered by doors when not in use.
The Lockheed Martin design’s lift-fan was
within a vertical ‘tunnel’ on the fuselage centre
line and behind the cockpit. Air was drawn
from on top, and expelled below the aircraft.
The intake on top had doors similar to a
reverse-facing air brake (project nickname
being the ‘toilet seat’) and, to avoid ingestion
of hot air into the fan and maintain sufficient
mass flow to the engine, auxiliary intakes in
the fuselage roof opened behind the fan-intake
door.
In both aircraft the control system systemically
The Lockheed Martin X-35
adjusted the sequence of steerable nozzles and
fuselage and wing-mounted thrusters to
maintain equilibrium in transition and hover. The technique was similar to that used on the Harrier,
but it was pointed out that the much larger section thruster conduits were required to cope with the
necessary mass flows.
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Assessment of propulsion and performance requirements was fundamental to the fly-off trials, and
the proposed mission systems was tested by simulation and on other airframes. At the time of the
evaluation, the ability to accommodate equipment, mission systems, avionics and weapons was
considered, although these were not installed. These systems, sensor processing and interfaces
with crew and weapons, and such capabilities as data collaboration in combat scenarios were still in
development, but defined in specification terms. The overall R&D cost of these systems were said to
be responsible for 50 per cent of the overall budget.
An aspect of stealth was the specification of internal weapon bays, and sensors with minimal
radiation signature. An example of mission system capability discussed was a 12,000 ‘cell’ solidstate radar that could have electronically-steered multiple beams, and flush-mounted imaging
‘cameras’ that provided all-round visibility (spherically, not just in the level plane).
The crew-machine interface represents a new generation of ergonomic technologies too, using
helmet-mounted display (HMD) rather than a head-up display (HUD), and communication systems
that maintain an aircraft, or a set of aircraft, to work pro-actively. This maximises the effectiveness
of the ordnance they carried. This is a new generation of aircraft that brings combat performance to
a new high, and is capable of ensuring that, when the aircraft is fully active in service, operational
targets such as mission success, acceptable crew workload level and logistical support requirements
are amongst the facility and support infrastructure planning of each aircraft, and its role overall.
These systems were in development throughout the fly-off period, and would have to have been
compatible with whichever aircraft won.
The winning submission was Lockheed-Martin’s F-35, subsequently named ‘Lightning II.’ The first
production example F-35 flew on
15 December 2006 and trials
were soon underway with
company and service test pilots,
and followed by service
evaluation and the introduction of
aircraft to squadrons. Our lecturer
presented a number of short
video clips from evaluation and
commissioning phases that
provided the always enjoyable
aspect of seeing the aircraft flying
through various flight modes, and
addressing land and sea based
applications that involved various
The STOVL F-35B at sea
take-off and landing situations.
It was pointed out that the days
of limited production runs, and successor aircraft coming along with each significant technology
leap, is now abandoned. The initial budget ear-marked 25% of the programme cost to evolving the
configuration. By now the F-35 is in service with around two dozen nations, and the order books
show more to come.
The speaker deserves a special note of appreciation for his well-paced and balanced presentation
style that showed everyone present how bringing operations and design together is a vital task.
Undertaken within wider horizons than have been used in the past have been opened by this
project, and it has undoubtedly set a benchmark – the kind of ‘systems thinking’ that is now at the
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forefront of the management principles adopted in the majority of technology-related high-cost and
high-value programmes undertaken, in many disciplines.
It was a presentation to remember, reaction from the audience being appreciative and expressing
contentment. There were about 180 attendees who were on the whole aware that the ‘Battle of the
X-Planes’ was the pivotal skirmish described by one who was involved in the programme at the
time, and whose descriptions provided invaluable insight into the depth and breadth of the
programme.
Lecture notes by Mike Hirst
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